Sol LeWitt has been well known since the 1960s for his sculpture, graphics, and wall drawings. The wall drawings, which depend for their point of departure on the specifics of the site, have evolved from linear demarcations to richly colored renderings of flat form in which sensual appeal combines with great conceptual clarity.

Phyllis Rosenzweig, Associate Curator

PR: What kinds of considerations go into the plan for your wall drawings? To what extent do the shape and dimensions of the site affect your design, or do you have a plan in mind that you then fit into the space? I am thinking of Renaissance frescoes in which a set story with specific scenes had to be adapted to various spaces. Does your work parallel this process, or does the wall or architectural space inspire the plan?

SL: The conception of the wall drawing usually follows generally what is on my mind at the time unless there are unusual aspects of the space to consider. The ideas, though, are general enough to be done on a wall-size area.

PR: What features of this particular space did you take into consideration in planning your work?

SL: The space chosen, being an entire room, made possible a work that would be self-contained and visible at any point within. I thought, when I first saw the space, to use a black band on top to counteract the decorative aspect of the coffered. It would probably be used on the bottom and sides as well for the sake of consistency and to isolate the elements of the work and draw them together at the same time.

PR: The wall drawings of the last several years, with your use of colors and the sensuality of the surfaces caused by the rubbed-in inks, are extremely beautiful. How important is this element of beauty to you?

SL: The observer can perceive the work as he or she is able. I have no objection to the perception of beauty in my work. I don’t comment on my own perception.

PR: Does it concern you that your work might serve a decorative function—become, for example, a backdrop or serve as decor? Mark Rothko withdrew his murals for the Four Seasons restaurant in New York because he felt they would not be looked at seriously in such a setting.

SL: It’s difficult to know when a work is more or less decorative. Again, it seems to be a personal perception. I don’t try to make pieces in public any different than work in galleries, museums, or houses.

PR: What is the relationship between your current wall drawings and your sculpture? Are the sculptures three-dimensional projections of similar permutations of the rectangles, pyramids, and other geometric shapes that appear in the wall drawings?

SL: The three-dimensional forms generally are similar to those in the drawings and wall drawings. Now I work with a woodworker and architects in Italy to make complex structures of wood while the drawings and gouaches I do are of cube-like forms.

PR: How has the relationship evolved between you and your assistants considering the changing nature of these wall drawings? The earlier work involved sets of instructions, for example, “four lines from all directions, touching or not touching.” You now seem to be concerned with more specific images and shapes. Has the interpretive, or collaborative, role of your assistants changed or are there still similarities in the working process?

SL: The recent work requires skill and experience to do well, while much of the older work required neither. The assistants usually don’t make aesthetic criticisms but mainly make technical suggestions.

PR: Why do you refer to these projects as “wall drawings” rather than “murals”? What do you see to be the essential difference between the two terms?

SL: “Wall drawing” is what I started using for these installations and, although the work has changed, the term hasn’t. However, the medium used—ink—is a drawing medium. Also, the term “wall drawing” has less weight of history to contend with than “mural” might.
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